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Pocket Rough Guide Prague (Travel Guide eBook) 2023-10-01 this compact practical and entertaining travel guide to prague will help you discover the best of the destination our
slim trim treasure trove of trustworthy travel information is ideal for travellers on short trips it covers all the key sights such as the astronomical clock and old town square
restaurants shops cafes and bars plus inspired ideas for day trips with honest independent recommendations from expert authors this prague guide book has been fully updated post
covid 19 the pocket rough guide prague covers prague castle hradcany mal� strana star� mesto josefov wenceslas square and northern nov� mesto n�rodn� tr�da and southern
nov� mesto vy�ehrad vinohrady �i�kov and hole�ovice inside this guide book to prague you will find recommendations for every type of traveller experiences selected for every kind
of trip to prague from off the beaten track adventures in vy�ehrad to family activities in child friendly places like prague castle or chilled out breaks in popular tourist areas like
mal� strana incisive area by area overviews covering hradcany wenceslas square star� mesto and more the practical places section of this prague travel guide provides all you
need to know about must see sights and the best places to eat drink sleep and shop time saving itineraries the routes suggested by rough guides expert writers cover top attractions
like prague castle and charles bridge as well as hidden gems like petr�n and obecn� dum day trips venture further afield to vy�ehrad or �i�kov this travel guide to prague tells you
why to go how to get there and what to see when you arrive honest independent reviews written with rough guides trademark blend of humour honesty and expertise our expert
writers will help you make the most of your trip to prague compact format packed with pertinent practical information this prague guide book is a convenient companion when you re
out and about exploring golden lane st vitus cathedral and old town square handy pull out map with every major sight and listing highlighted the pull out map of our prague
travel guide makes on the ground navigation easy attractive user friendly design features fresh magazine style layout inspirational colour photography and colour coded maps
throughout practical travel tips includes invaluable background information on how to get to prague getting around health guidance tourist information festivals and events plus
an a z directory and a handy language section and glossary
The Rough Guide to Prague: Travel Guide eBook 2024-03-01 this prague guidebook is perfect for independent travellers planning a longer trip it features all of the must see sights
and a wide range of off the beaten track places it also provides detailed practical information on preparing for a trip and what to do on the ground and this prague travel guidebook
is printed on paper from responsible sources and verified to meet the fsc s strict environmental and social standards this prague guidebook covers hradcany mal� strana star� mesto
josefov nov� mesto vy�ehrad and the eastern suburbs hole�ovice and the western suburbs day trips to meln�k terez�n and kutn� hora konopi�te chateau karl�tejn castle and lidice
inside this prague travel book you ll find a wide range of sights rough guides experts have hand picked places for travellers with different needs and desires off the beaten track
adventures family activities or chilled out breaks itinerary examples created for different time frames or types of trip practical information how to get to prague all about public
transport food and drink shopping travelling with children sports and outdoor activities tips for travellers with disabilities and more author picks and things not to miss in prague
charles bridge old town square stavovsk� divadlo convent of st agnes vy�ehrad prague castle upm veletr�n� palace obecn� d�m church of sv mikul�� agharta jazz centrum caf�
louvre josefov wenceslas square strahov monastery insider recommendations tips on how to beat the crowds save time and money and find the best local spots when to go to
prague high season low season climate information and festivals where to go a clear introduction to prague with key places and a handy overview extensive coverage of regions
places and experiences regional highlights sights and places for different types of travellers with experiences matching different needs places to eat drink and stay hand picked
restaurants cafes bars and hotels practical info at each site hours of operation websites transit tips charges colour coded mapping with keys and legends listing sites categorised
as highlights eating accommodation shopping drinking and nightlife background information for connoisseurs history culture art architecture film books religion diversity essential
czech dictionary and glossary of local terms fully updated post covid 19 the guide provides a comprehensive and rich selection of places to see and things to do in prague as well as
great planning tools it s the perfect companion both ahead of your trip and on the ground
The Rough Guide to Prague (Travel Guide eBook) 2018-01-04 discover prague with the most knowledgeable and entertaining guidebook on the market whether you plan to explore
the hidden gems of the old town sightsee by tram or simply enjoy the best beer in the world the rough guide to prague will show you ideal places to sleep eat drink relax and shop
along the way inside the rough guide to prague independent trusted reviews written in rough guides trademark blend of humour honesty and insight to help you get the most out of
your visit with options to suit every budget full colour maps throughout navigate the winding cobbled streets of the old town as well as the metro tram and bus systems without
needing to get online stunning inspirational images itineraries carefully planned themed routes to help you organize your trip and see the very best of the city detailed coverage
whether negotiating the twisting lanes of the centre or on a day trip to the magnificent karl�tejn castle this travel guide has in depth practical advice for every step of the way
areas covered hradcany mal� strana star� mesto josefov nov� mesto vy�ehrad and the eastern suburbs hole�ovice and the western suburbs day trips to meln�k terez�n and kutn�
hora konopi�te chateau karl�tejn castle and lidice attractions include wenceslas square astronomical clock charles bridge prague castle old town square obecn� dum trade fair
palace upm petr�n listings a rundown of the best accommodation from budget to luxury caf�s and restaurants pubs and bars plus clubs and live music the arts shopping and sports
basics essential pre departure practical information including getting there local transport a new city tours section the media festivals entry requirements public holidays and more
background information a contexts chapter devoted to history prague personalities and books plus a handy language section and glossary make the most of your time on earth with
the rough guide to prague
Pocket Rough Guide Prague 2016-09-01 the best prague has to offer in your pocket pocket rough guide prague is your essential guide to one of europe s most beautiful cities with
stunning photography in depth accounts and a full colour pull out map whether you are staying for the weekend or enjoying a short break our itineraries help you make the most of
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your trip and the best of section picks out the highlights you won t want to miss whether that means visiting the big name sights of prague s magnificent castle and famous bridge
exploring the atmospheric old jewish quarter or enjoying the art nouveau scene divided by neighbourhood for easy navigation the places section is written in rough guide s trademark
honest and informative style with listings of the must see sights and our pick of the places to eat drink and sleep for every budget from traditional czech pubs to new microbreweries
and from a decadent sixteenth century palace to a charming family run bed and breakfast make the most of your trip with the pocket rough guide prague
Insight Guides Explore Prague (Travel Guide eBook) 2017-06-01 take a fresh approach to prague with this brand new explore guide lavishly illustrated in full colour this book
features 16 fantastic self guided routes written by a local expert and packed with great insider tips whether you are new to the city or a repeat visitor whatever your interests
and however long your stay this book is the perfect companion showing you the smartest way to link the sights and taking you beyond the beaten tourist track all the routes come
with clear easy to follow full colour maps a key facts box at the start of each tour highlights the recommended time needed to enjoy it to the full plus the distance covered and a
start and end point all this makes it simple to find the perfect tour for the time you have to spare try some of the hand picked places to eat and drink and sleep or refer to the clearly
organised a z of practical information to get to grips with the city about insight guides insight guides has over 40 years experience of publishing high quality visual travel guides we
produce around 400 full colour print guide books and maps as well as picture packed ebooks to meet different travellers needs insight guides unique combination of beautiful travel
photography and focus on history and culture together create a unique visual reference and planning tool to inspire your next adventure insight guides has spawned many imitators
but is still the best of its type wanderlust magazine
The Rough Guide to Prague 2002 the rough guide to prague is the insider s handbook to the czech capital features include entertaining accounts of all the sights from the vast
castle complex to the modern art museum plus excursions outside the city extensive listings of the best places to stay eat and drink and the last word on the city s nightlife incisive
background on prague s culture and history ranging from new wave cinema to the story of the velvet revolution full colour map section plus 20 other maps and plans
Prague 1995 this detailed handbook provides in depth coverage of all aspects of prague past and present including extensive accounts of palaces churches museums details on the
city s history art and architecture and reviews of the best places to stay and eat
Pocket Rough Guide Prague 2011-01-20 the pocket rough guide prague is your essential guide to the czech capital covering all the key sights hotels restaurants shops and bars
you need to know about the easy to use pocket rough guide prague includes brand new itineraries and a best of prague section picking out the highlights you won t want to miss plus
detailed listings to guide you from picture postcard views of prague castle and the atmospheric old jewish quarter to grand art nouveau caf�s and traditional backstreet pubs
serving the best beer in europe whether you have a few days or a week to fill the pocket rough guide prague will help you make the most of your trip now available in epub format
The Rough Guide to Prague 2015-01-16 this full color updated edition of the rough guide to prague is the definitive guide to this beguiling city with its stunning architecture
turbulent history and top notch art collections read expert background on everything from the enormous prague castle complex to relaxing vltava cruises and find comprehensive
information on the best hotels pubs clubs shops and restaurants for all budgets the introduction will help you choose where to go and what to see inspired by dozens of stunning
photos the things not to miss section runs through all the must sees while the itineraries guide you around the city s highlights navigation through the book and on the ground is
aided by clear color maps with every chapter each map is keyed with all the accommodation eating and drinking options nightlife venues and shops that are reviewed in detail in the
listings chapters you ll also find practical advice on a selection of day trips from prague including the gothic town of kutn� hora thought provoking terez�n and the magnificent
karl�tejn castle and if you re after fast fix top 5 boxes that pick out the highlights you won t want to miss the rough guide to prague won t let you down make the most of your
time on earthtm with the rough guide to prague now available in epub
Prague Travel Guide 2015-08-25 the great city of europe which is the second largest of the continent and is one of the best looking cities with outstanding beauties and some
decent towers the city of prague has the best looking features and that is the reason why most of travelers who are travelling through europe never miss to visit the place the city
is regarded as one of the best cities of the continent and it is one of the foremost places where most of the travelers visit and enjoy the beauty of the old bohemian rich culture out
there
Prague Travel Guide 2024-05-24 prague the capital city of the czech republic is a gem nestled in the heart of europe known for its stunning architecture rich history and vibrant
culture prague attracts millions of visitors each year often referred to as the city of a hundred spires prague boasts an array of gothic baroque and renaissance buildings that
enchant tourists and locals alike the city is divided into several districts each with its unique charm the historic center of prague known as prague 1 includes the old town the
lesser town and the new town this area is a unesco world heritage site and is home to many of the city s most famous landmarks prague s beauty isn t just in its architecture the city
is also a hub for music art and literature from the hauntingly beautiful melodies of classical compositions to contemporary art exhibitions prague has something for everyone the
city s numerous theaters galleries and museums provide a rich cultural experience that rivals any other major european city prague is also a city of bridges with the iconic charles
bridge being the most famous spanning the vltava river this historic bridge offers breathtaking views of the city s skyline and is a popular spot for both tourists and local artists in
recent years prague has become known for its thriving culinary scene traditional czech dishes such as goulash and dumplings can be enjoyed in charming local taverns while the city s
growing number of michelin starred restaurants offer more sophisticated dining experiences additionally prague s vibrant nightlife with its numerous bars clubs and beer gardens
ensures that the city remains lively and exciting after the sun sets prague s efficient public transportation system makes it easy to explore all corners of the city whether you
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choose to travel by tram metro or bus you ll find that getting around prague is both convenient and affordable this accessibility allows visitors to fully immerse themselves in the
city s many attractions and hidden gems prague is a city that seamlessly blends history with modernity its picturesque streets cultural richness and welcoming atmosphere make it a
must visit destination for travelers from around the world whether you re a history buff an art lover or simply looking for a beautiful place to explore prague offers a unique and
unforgettable experience
DK Eyewitness Travel Guide Prague 2017-09-19 explore the largest castle complex in the world take a stroll along the picturesque vltava river discover the architectural
pearls among the winding alleys of the old town and enjoy some of the best lager on the planet discover dk eyewitness travel guide prague hotel and restaurant listings and
recommendations detailed itineraries and don t miss destination highlights at a glance illustrated cutaway 3 d drawings of important sights floor plans and guided visitor
information for major museums guided walking tours local drink and dining specialties to try things to do and places to eat drink and shop by area area maps marked with sights and
restaurants detailed city maps include street finder index for easy navigation insights into history and culture to help you understand the stories behind the sights suggested day
trips and itineraries to explore beyond the city with hundreds of full color photographs hand drawn illustrations and custom maps that illuminate every page dk eyewitness travel
guide prague truly shows you what others only tell you
The Real Guide 1992 a whole new generation of travelers go to the heart of prague a fascinating city reopened to the west with the raising of the iron curtain
3 Day Guide to Prague 2015-05-05 see eat sleep enjoy a 72 hour guide to prague czech republic city breaks are perfect for those long weekends away you go to a city and you ve
got only a short amount of time to see the sights there s no time to get distracted but what if you don t know exactly what to do and see which places to eat at when the best
time is to visit a historic old town teeming with medieval intrigue and a congenial love of beer prague is a must for travelers seeking european charm without the hefty price tag take
in the beauty of star� mesto old town stroll the cobbled streets of the lively mala strana district or simply enjoy a refreshing pilsner with a commanding view of the river vltava
and its countless bridges traverse through time with a visit to the castle district and keep time as locals have done throughout the centuries thanks to the astronomical clock
orloj the oldest astronomical clock in the world an exciting blend of cuisine culture and arts prague has much to offer any one who decides to visit this charming metropolis inside 3
day guide to prague a 72 hour definitive guide on what to see eat and enjoy in prague czech republic history we ve put together a historic overview of prague and czech republic
exploring the city s humble beginnings to becoming one of the top cities to visit in europe climate being comfortable and enjoying yourself often links to the weather and when you go
our brief guide to the usual climate of czech republic and that of prague can help you decide how to see the city whether in warm summer or inviting spring city overview with a
history so rich and varied the romance and culture all packed into this city it s easy to get overwhelmed this guide provides information about all the favorite tourist spots and
those that are lesser known with it you ll learn all there is to know about places to go in the city that you might not have even imagined were there transport train plane or river
however you want to get to prague it s all made simpler with our handy guide to transport to and around the city this book is packed with tips and tricks to help you keep travel
stress free and cross the city like a local sight seeing helping you to make the most of your visit and turn your holiday into the trip of a life time this guide is full of attractions to
suit any type of adventurer including architecture museums nightclubs squares music and culture 3 day itinerary for those of you who aren t sure exactly what you want to see
but want to explore prague to the fullest there s a handy itinerary all drawn up for you just pick and choose which parts you want to use and your trip of a lifetime is set best
places for any budget with concise lists and reviews of the best places to eat sleep and enjoy a night out all arranged by budget levels you re bound to find something for you no
matter what your budget is grab your copy of 3 day guide to prague a 72 hour definitive guide on what to see eat and enjoy in prague czech republic to help you turn a weekend away
into the trip of a lifetime
DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Prague 2014-10-01 the dk eyewitness travel guide prague is your indispensable guide to this beautiful part of the world this fully updated guide will
lead you straight to the best attractions prague has to offer from strolling across the charles bridge in the early morning to sampling regional brews at bars and kav�rnas to
exploring the grounds of historic prague castle this guide includes unique cutaways floor plans and reconstructions of the must see sites plus street by street maps of all the
fascinating cities and towns this new look guide is also packed with photographs and illustrations that lead you straight to the best attractions this uniquely visual dk
eyewitness travel guide will help you discover everything region by region from local festivals and markets to day trips around the countryside detailed listings will guide you to
the best hotels restaurants bars and shops for all budgets while detailed practical information will help you to get around whether by train bus or car plus dk s excellent insider
tips and essential local information will help you explore every corner of prague effortlessly
A Hedonist's Guide to Prague 2004 a hedonist s guide to prague offers an insight into the way the city s fashionable set live designed to make it easy to break free from the tourist
trail the emphasis is placed on exploring the vibrancy of the city your own way filled with the best old fashioned czech and modern restaurants bars and hotels it is the perfect
antidote to mass market tourism broken down into clear chapters the guide concentrates on the best restaurants and the most exclusive hotels bars cafes nightclubs spas sports
and shopping in each city gone are reams of information history and culture this is the definitive guide to the city s top establishments
The Rough Guide to Prague 2000 presenting an insider s guide to prague the features of this text include discussion of all the sights plus the best day trips listings of the best places
to stay eat and drink and background on all aspects of prague s culture and history
Berlitz Pocket Guide Prague (Travel Guide eBook) 2018-04-01 berlitz pocket guide prague iconic style a bestselling brand this is the quintessential pocket sized travel guide to
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prague compact concise and packed with essential information about where to go and what to do this is an ideal on the move companion when you re exploring bulgaria covers top
ten attractions including st vitus cathedral wenceslas square the jewish quarter and the old royal palace plus suggestions for a perfect day in prague including a castle tour
formal gardens and where to go for dinner includes an insightful overview of landscape history and culture handy colour maps on the inside cover flaps will help you find your way
around essential practical information on everything from eating out to getting around inspirational colour photography throughout sharp design and colour coded sections make
for an engaging reading experience about berlitz berlitz draws on years of travel and language expertise to bring you a wide range of travel and language products including travel
maps phrase books language learning courses dictionaries and kids language products
Avant Guide Prague 1998 out of touch with modern travelers and unconcerned with contemporary lifestyles and interests moat guidebook writers are unexciting and colorless
advising their renders to pack a rain poncho and wear comfortable shoes not so with the avant guide series which commands refuse to be a tourist as its tagline both up to date and
up to speed these travel guides combine colorized photos interesting graphics clever features and coverage of current cultural scenes for the playful look of a top notch urban
magazine comprehensive and filled with maps charts photographs and no holds barred advice on sights restaurants hotels nightlife shopping and more avant guide prague is as
practical as it is fun to read it offers the first word on what s new in that fascinating city and the last word on everything else with the inside scoop on film music art and
literature as with the other books in the series it makes heavy use of nontraditional type faces undulating text end other eye catching design elements the semisoft covers are
extremely durable enjoyable to hold and as a style accessory in themselves don t make their users stick out like guidebook toting tourists travelers to prague will appreciate the
book s coverage of transportation money essential services fitness and sports meals after midnight cafes and tea rooms day trips overnight excursions and helpful before you go
planning tips with avant guide prague readers will confidently explore old town the jewish quarter mala strana and new town find bars pubs restaurants and discos to their liking
see the best museums exhibits theater and musical performances and otherwise divehead first into prague s cultural delights without having to research them or think twice advice is
given by people at the epicenter of each scene including oscar winning director jan sverak pop star lucie bila parliament speaker stanislav gross bestselling novelist michael vieweigh
and a dozen more
Wallpaper* City Guide Prague 2017-04-03 the fast track guide for the smart traveller wallpaper city guides present a tightly edited discreetly packaged list of the best a
location has to offer the design conscious traveller here is a precise informative insider s checklist of all you need to know about the world s most intoxicating cities whether you
are staying for 48 hours or five days visiting for business or a vacation we ve done the hard work for you from finding the best restaurants bars and hotels including which rooms
to request to the most extraordinary stores and sites and the most enticing architecture and design wallpaper city guidesenable you to come away from your trip however brief
with a real taste of the city s landscape and the satisfaction you ve seen all that you should in short these guides act as a passport to the best the world has to offer
Prague Travel Guide 2013-07 michael breins prague travel guide helps you get to the city s top 50 points of interest easily and cheaply using prague s excellent metro system from
the charles bridge to prague castle with this ultra simple guide you have all you need to discover and get to pragues 50 top points of interest or pragues top 10 must see
attractions if you have limited time the guide also helps you find the nearest metro station and which lines to take see how to exit the station and walk to the attraction note
other nearby points of interest view the attraction s location on the official prague metro map and get to attractions without needing wireless internet access michael breins prague
travel guide is compact concise and comprehensive and is so simple and convenient to use it is really all you need on your ipad or other mobile device to get to all of pragues top
sights and since it s based on michael breins acclaimed travel guide series to sightseeing by public transportation it s the simplest way to get around the world s big cities similar
guides to london paris los angeles honolulu chicago washington dc madrid and other cities are also available and others are planned
Prague A Travel Guide 2022-11-09 prague vienna bratislava and budapest are cities with a long common history prague offers a great insight into the history of the czech republic
from the p�emyslids the habsburgs the nazi dictatorship and the communist dictatorship to the present day
Top 10 Prague 2016-11-01 newly revised updated and redesigned for 2016 true to its name dk eyewitness travel guide top 10 prague covers all the city s major sights and
attractions in easy to use top 10 lists that help you plan the vacation that s right for you this newly updated pocket travel guide for prague will lead you straight to the best
attractions the city has to offer whether you want to explore the largest castle complex in the world take a stroll along the picturesque vltava river discover the
architectural pearls among the winding alleys of the old town or enjoy some of the best lager on the planet expert travel writers have fully revised this edition of dk eyewitness
travel guide top 10 prague brand new itineraries help you plan your trip to prague maps of walking routes show you the best ways to maximize your time new top 10 lists feature
off the beaten track ideas along with standbys like the top attractions shopping dining options and more new typography and fresh layout throughout you ll still find dk s famous
full color photography and museum floor plans along with just the right amount of coverage of the city s history and culture the perfect pocket size travel companion dk
eyewitness travel guide top 10 prague
Avant-Guide Prague 2001 the crown jewel of czechoslovakia prague has a colorful past and a vibrant future under the rule of thumb from one regime or another for over a
thousand years the cities true identity is still one of mystery photos maps
Photo Guide, Prague City Center 2012-06-06 hand in hand with prague the photo guide of the city of prague czech republic the art book consists of illustrations of the city center
of prague namely the walkways shopping areas the main sights of prague and many unique photos which you would never see in a simple guide
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DK Eyewitness Prague Mini Map and Guide 2020-08-18 a pocket sized travel guide packed with expert advice and ideas for the best things to see and do in prague and complemented
with a sturdy pull out map perfect for a day trip or a short break whether you want to wander through medieval lanes cross bewitching charles bridge at dawn or sample
superlative beer in one of the city s many characterful pubs this great value concise travel guide will ensure you don t miss a thing inside mini map and guide prague easy to use pull
out map shows prague in detail and includes a transportation map color coded area guide makes it easy to find information quickly and plan your day illustrations show the inside
of some of prague s most iconic buildings color photographs of prague s museums architecture shops cathedrals and more essential travel tips including our expert choices of where
to eat drink and shop plus useful transportation currency and health information and a phrase book chapters covering star� mesto josefov and northern star� mesto prague castle
and hradcany mal� strana nov� mesto beyond the centre mini map and guide prague is abridged from dk eyewitness travel guide prague staying for longer and looking for a more
comprehensive guide try our dk eyewitness top ten prague about dk eyewitness travel dk s mini map and guides take the work out of planning a short trip with expert advice and easy
to read maps to inform and enrich any short break dk is the world s leading illustrated reference publisher producing beautifully designed books for adults and children in over 120
countries
Top 10 Prague 2015-04-07 dk eyewitness travel guide top 10 prague will lead you straight to the very best prague has to offer whether you re looking for things not to miss at
the top 10 sights or want to find the top place to eat this guide is the perfect companion taking the best of the printed guidebook and adding new ebook only features rely on dozens
of top 10 lists from the top 10 museums to the top 10 events and festivals there s even a list of the top 10 ways to avoid the crowds the guide is divided by area each with its
own photo gallery and with clear maps pinpointing the top sights you also can view each location in google maps if reading on an internet enabled device plan each day with our
itineraries and see the sights in the jewish quarter check out the top 10 haunted locations in the medieval city or explore the historic prague castle you ll find the insider knowledge
you need to explore every corner in dk eyewitness travel guide top 10 prague now with a sleek new ebook design
Michael Brein's Guide to Prague by the Metro 1999 this is the expanded pdf version of michael brein s travel guide to prague which includes an ultra large zoomable official map of
prague s tram metro system with embedded links to visitor attractions this version of the prague guide is optimized for desktops and tablets a lite version 3 99 is also available but
without these special features of the full expanded edition michael brein s prague travel guide helps you get to the city s top 50 visitor attractions easily and cheaply using prague
s excellent tram and metro system from the charles bridge to prague castle with this ultra simple guide you have all you need to discover and get to prague s 50 top points of
interest or prague s top 10 must see attractions if you have limited time the guide also helps you find the nearest tram or metro station and which lines to take see how to exit the
station and walk to the attraction note other nearby points of interest view the attraction s location on the official prague metro map and get to attractions without needing
wireless internet access michael brein s prague travel guide is compact concise and comprehensive and is so simple and convenient to use it is really all you need on your mobile device
to get to all of prague s top sights and since it s based on michael brein s acclaimed travel guide series to sightseeing by public transportation it s the simplest way to get around
the world s big cities similar guides to london paris los angeles honolulu chicago washington dc madrid and other cities are also available and others are planned
Prague 1994 a travel guidebook to prague the capital of the czech republic
Pocket Rough Guide Prague 2014-04-01 pocket rough guide prague is the ultimate insider s guide one of europe s most beautiful cities inspirational photography neighbourhood by
neighbourhood accounts and detailed up to date maps help you get the most out of a visit to prague whether that means visiting the magnificent castle exploring the atmospheric old
jewish quarter or visiting the modern dox centre for contemporary art frank incisive reviews take you straight to the best of the city s caf�s restaurants and nightlife venues from
the ultra stylish to the traditional while tell it like it is listings help you find the right accommodation for your budget whether that s a decadent sixteenth century palace or a
family run bed and breakfast pocket rough guide prague is the perfect companion for a weekend away or a short city break now available in epub format
Rick Steves Pocket Prague 2024-09-03 make the most of every day and every dollar with rick steves this colorful compact guidebook is perfect for spending a week or less in prague
city walks and tours five detailed self guided walks including a walk from the old town square to the charles bridge and tours of the jewish quarter and prague castle rick s
strategic advice on what s worth your time and money what to eat and where to stay savor a traditional goulash stew mingle with locals over a czech beer or two and stay in a
romantic hotel day by day itineraries to help you prioritize your time a detailed detachable fold out map plus museum and city maps throughout full color portable and slim for
exploring on the go trip planning practicalities like when to go how to get around basic czech phrases and more lightweight yet packed with info on prague s history and culture rick
steves pocket prague truly is a tour guide in your pocket extending your trip try rick steves prague the czech republic
The Mini Rough Guide to Prague: Travel Guide with Free EBook 2024-12-03 this mini pocket prague travel guidebook is perfect for travellers seeking basic information about prague
it covers key places main attractions and a short hotel and restaurant recommendations list this book is printed on paper from responsible sources verified to meet fsc s strict
environmental and social standards this prague travel book covers hradcany mal� strana star� mesto josefov nov� mesto vysehrad and the eastern suburbs holesovice and the
western suburbs day trips to meln�k terez�n and kutn� hora konopiste chateau karlstejn castle and lidice in this prague guidebook you will find curated recommendations of places
main attractions child friendly family activities chilled out breaks in popular tourist areas things not to miss in prague astronomical clock wenceslas square st vitus cathedral
sternberg palace national theatre loreto jewish quarter charles bridge old royal palace our lady before ty n perfect day itinerary suggestions for those on a short break short
prague introduction geographical location cultural legacy history with interesting key dates what to do in prague recommendations for entertainment shopping sports children s
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activities events and nightlife food and drink recommendations for local products and places to eat overview maps handy maps on the inside cover flaps showing prague and around
practical information how to get there and around opening times health and medical care and tourist information striking pictures inspirational colour photography throughout free
download of the ebook available after purchase of the printed guidebook prague fully updated post covid 19 this guide is easy to use and quick to scan through when you need help
on the go it s the perfect companion both ahead of your trip and on the ground it gives you the flavour of prague without overwhelming you with too much information
Frommer's Comprehensive Travel Guide 1994-05 from its baroque gables to its nightlife and cafe society prague is one of europe s top travel destinations this personally researched
guide captures prague s historic sights and contemporary haunts offering detailed descriptions of hotels restaurants services and transportation plus advice on pre trip planning a
glossary of useful terms and more maps index
DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Prague 2012-02-01 few cities have as much to offer as prague so it can be difficult to decide how best to spend your time but the eyewitness travel
guide helps you to get the most from your stay this guide will introduce you to prague by locating the city geographically setting modern prague in its historical context learn
about the city s main attractions and sights including a feature on the river vltava discover other places around prague with the day trips listed in the section prague area by area
it is the carefully researched tips for hotels and restaurants shops markets cafes bars entertainment and sporting events that separates this guide from the rest let the maps
photography and detailed illustration of the eyewitness travel guide show you what others only tell you annually revised and updated beautiful new full color photos
illustrations and maps includes information on local customs currency medical services and transportation consistently chosen over the competition in national consumer market
research the best keeps getting better
About Prague 2011-03 prague the golden city is famous with its good traditions this is probably what creates the city s special magic mysterious and positive aura as it has been
said for many years now once you have seen prague you will be in love with it forever have an exciting trip through prague together with about prague talking city guide read the
thrilling tales about the loveliest sights and get to know prague as it is today the city guide is remarkable in two main respects this book can not only be read but also heard all
the texts are read out by a professional speaker you can see all the city sights on the offline maps included or you can call up the online maps from the chapter by clicking on a link
the maps and photos in this city guide will help you to cope while in prague you must get to know this city yourself and enjoy its beauty and secrets the guide will tell you about
the 17 most interesting sights wenceslas square josefov old town square prague astronomical clock national theater powder gate charles bridge hrad�any schwarzenberg palace
prague castle st vitus cathedral golden lane and kafka s house old royal palace strahov monastery vy�ehrad prague city museum terez�n
DK Eyewitness Top 10 Travel Guide 2014-04 dk eyewitness top 10 travel guide prague will lead you straight to the very best of this historic city whether you re looking for a
peaceful place to stay the best events or the tastiest restaurants this guide is your perfect companion rely on dozens of top 10 lists from the top 10 beer halls to the top 10 most
haunted buildings top 10 shops and top 10 hotels there s even a list of the top 10 things to avoid the guide is divided by area prague castle hradcany mala strana josefov old town
and new town you ll find restaurant reviews for every area as well as recommendations for luxury hotels bars and places to shop you ll also find the insider knowledge every
visitor needs to explore every corner of prague effortlessly in the dk eyewitness top 10 travel guide prague dk eyewitness top 10 travel guide prague showing you what others only
tell you
Prague Travel Guide - Attractions, Eating, Drinking, Shopping and Places to Stay 2018-08-02 prague is the capital and largest city of the czech republic and has been the capital
of the region of bohemia for centuries it is regarded as one of europe s most charming and beautiful cities and prague has become the most popular travel destination in central europe
with millions of tourists visiting every year welcome to prague planning your stay climate weather sightseeing charles bridge museum prague castle astronomical clock churches
museums museum of torture museum of communism vaclav havel exhibition czech museum of music mozart museum bertramka national technical museum toy museum jewish quarter
museum john lennon wall black light theatre prague zoo sea world beautiful prague gardens vojanovy sady wallenstein garden art galleries karlstejn castle konopiste krivoklat
cesky krumlov karlovy vary vineyards wine making running tours shopping places to stay eating drinking
Top 10 Prague 2007 an unbeatable pocket sized guide to prague includes insider tips and ideas colour maps top 10 lists all designed to help you see the very best of prague take a
prague walking tour soak up the atmosphere in the old town square admire the exquisite stained glass in st vitus cathedral or step back in time at prague castle from top 10
museums and galleries in prague to top 10 things to do for free discover the best things to see in prague with this easy to use travel guide inside top 10 prague eight easy to follow
itineraries perfect for a two or four day trip top 10 lists showcase the best prague attractions covering the old town square charles bridge the loreto convent of st agnes and
more in depth neighbourhood guides explore prague s most interesting areas with the best places for shopping going out and sightseeing colour coded chapters divided by area make it
easy to find information quickly and plan your day essential travel tips including our expert choices of where to stay eat shop and sightsee plus useful transport visa and health
information colour maps help you navigate with ease covers old town mala strana prague castle and hradcany josefov new town and greater prague staying for longer and looking
for a more comprehensive guide try our dk eyewitness travel guide prague or our dk eyewitness travel guide czech and slovak republics about dk eyewitness travel dk s top 10 guides
take the work out of planning a short trip with easy to read maps tips and tours to inform and enrich your weekend trip or cultural break dk is the world s leading illustrated
reference publisher producing beautifully designed books for adults and children in over 120 countries
A Hedonist's Guide to Prague 2017-07 described by harpers queen as a chic insider s guide for sophisticated travellers these sleek black city guides are aimed at the more discerning
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traveller looking to sidestep the usual tourist traps and penetrate the skin of each city the hedonist s guide to series offers a definitive view of the finest restaurants the most
stylish hotels the chicest bars the best shopping the most luxurious spas and the cultural highlights in each city individually tried and tested every bar restaurant hotel cafe and
nightclub is accompanied by a photograph
Prague - Insight Explore Guides take a fresh approach to prague with this brand new explore guide lavishly illustrated in full colour this book features 16 fantastic self guided
routes written by a local expert and packed with great insider tips whether you are new to the city or a repeat visitor whatever your interests and however long your stay this
book is the perfect companion showing you the smartest way to link the sights and taking you beyond the beaten tourist track all the routes come with clear easy to follow full
colour maps a key facts box at the start of each tour highlights the recommended time needed to enjoy it to the full plus the distance covered and a start and end point all this
makes it simple to find the perfect tour for the time you have to spare try some of the hand picked places to eat and drink and sleep or refer to the clearly organised a z of practical
information to get to grips with the city about insight guides insight guides has over 40 years experience of publishing high quality visual travel guides we produce around 400 full
colour print guide books and maps as well as picture packed ebooks to meet different travellers needs insight guides unique combination of beautiful travel photography and focus on
history and culture together create a unique visual reference and planning tool to inspire your next adventure insight guides has spawned many imitators but is still the best of its
type wanderlust magazine
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